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I. INTRODUCTION
THERE are at present two principal hypotheses concerning the genetical
basis of heterosis. The one holds that heterosis is caused by bringing
together in the hybrid the dominant favourable genes of both parents
(Jones, 1917). The second theory holds that heterozygosity per se
is responsible for heterosis (East and Hayes, 1912 ; East and Jones,
1919; Shull, 1948). More recently East (1936) sought to explain
heterosis in terms of the complementary action of alleles at the same
locus, a phenomenon which has variously been described as "super-
dominance" (Fisher, Immer and Tedin, 1932) and" overdominance"
(Hull, 1945).

These two theories approach one another to the limit where it is
impossible, from the practical point of view, to distinguish between
alleles and closely linked genes. They hold important differences,
however, for the practical breeder, since they propose two different
methods of attaining maximum improvement. If the first theory is
correct, it should be possible to gain maximum improvement by
accumulating the maximum number of dominant favourable genes
in the homozygous condition. The ease vith which this can be
achieved will be dependent on the linkage relations of the genes
concerned and the degree of success will be dependent on the extent
to which linkages of alleles in opposition are recombined. On the
other hand, if the second theory is correct, maximum productiveness
will follow only upon maximum heterozygosity, i.e. the heterosis is
completely unfixable in the homozygous state.

Recently a method of analysing diallel crosses based on the methods
described by Mather (i) has been developed (Jinks and Hayman,
1953; Jinks, 1954a, x954b; Hayman, 1954) which allows one to
discriminate between heterosis arising from interaction between alleles
at one locus and between genes at different loci. The present paper
sets out the results obtained on applying this method of analysis to a
wide range of diallel crosses and related crossing programmes reported
in the literature.

2. METHOD
In the present analysis we estimate from genetic parameters D,

H,, H, and F (see Jinks bc. cit. and Hayman bc cit.). Dominance is

measured as - which are weighted sums of h' and d' respectively

(d and h being the additive and dominance components of variation),
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the weighting being in favour of genes with both alleles represented

equally in the parents. - provides an estimate of the mean value

of uv, i.e. ii (with a maximum value of when u =v = ) and
shows whether or not positive and negative alleles are present in equal
proportions. This again is weighted, but this time in favour of genes
showing the greater value of dominance, giving no information about
genes showing no dominance. F is an indication of the relative
frequencies of dominant and recessive alleles, being positive if there
is an excess of dominants. //7

Wr Wr

t(o—H)

0 0
Vr Vr

Ia. No dominance

ic. Overdominance id. Spurious overdominance arising
from presence of non-allelic
interaction along with complete
dominance.

Fin. i.—The regression of Wr on Vr for various degrees of dominance (ia-ic). id shows
how spurious overdominance may arise in these analyses as a result of non-allelic
interaction.

Our test of the significance of the degree of dominance and its
partitioning into true dominance and spurious dominance arising
from non-allelic - interaction is achieved by the regression of Wr on
Vr (the covariance and variance of arrays respectively). In the
absence of dominance there is no regression, all array variances and

covariances being estimates of a single point where 2 (fig. ra).
Dominance uncomplicated by non-allelic interaction gives a regression

z b. Incomplete dominance

Wr

Vr Vr
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of unit slope which cuts the Wr axis on the positive side for incomplete
dominance, at zero for complete dominance and on the negative side
for overdominance (fig. ib and i c). The deviation of this point of
intersection of the regression line and the Wr axis from the origin
is equal to ID —1H1, and hence its standard error can be calculated.
The presence of non-allelic interaction leads to a deviation from
unit slope giving a slope less than unity (fig. i c), which should allow
one to detect its presence irrespective of the degree of dominance.

3. EXAMPLES

(i) Maize
The most extensive of the sets of diallel crosses available in maize

are those of Kinman and Sprague (1945). These consist of a io by
10 F1 diallel and the means of F2 families raised from these F1s. These
data have previously been analysed by Hull (1946) using the method
of constant parent regression. This revealed significant overdominance
in the F1s but complete absence of dominance in the F2s.

The re-analyses of these observations are given in columns x and
2 of table i.

TABLE s

Source of data Kinrnan and Sprague, 1945 Nilsson-
Leissner

Stringfield
(Hull, 1946)

Generation F, F, F, F,

D . .
H, .
H, .
F . .
H,
U
UV .

Hull's estimates of
dominance

b wrfvr . . .

,8o-
152I80
146477
+4517

8-
0241
z9z

o-676±oio8

18O22
134954
i20142
+88-32

749

0224
ooo

o7o7+o-I 14

177510
2747843
2583799
+110212

15-48

0-235
z-o5

O258±01 79

260I9
26055
253074

+15917
IOOI

0-243
x88

o737±oI 22

In our present analyses F1 and F2 give high and consistent over-
dominance. The F1 regression of Wr on Vr, the test for non-allelic
interaction, is also significant, being less than x (b = o676+o.1o8).
The main sources of interaction can be traced by omitting the progeny
of the parental lines one at a time and in various combinations until
an improvement of the regression slope is observed.

In this way it has been possible to show that in Kinman and
Sprague's data parent B2 and, to a lesser extent, Hy and 0h07 are
responsible for the bulk of the non-allelic interaction. Thus omitting
the progeny of B2 gives a regression of o754+oo98, while removing
B2 and Hy or B2 and 0h07 gives regressions of o788+oo75 and
o•8o8+oo86 respectively. The latter is doubtfully no longer
significantly different from a slope of i (P = 0-05-0.02).
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While omitting the progeny of these three lines removes all the
significant deviations arising from non-allelic interaction, it does not,
of course, exhaust the sources of interaction present in the original
parents. Each of the lines picked out must be interacting with at
least one other parental line, that has been retained, to have been
detected at all.

If we apply the scaling test (Mather, ig) we find that we have
not removed all the significant non-allelic interaction by omitting
the progenies of parents B2, Hy and 0h07. For the purposes of
the scaling test the diallel crosses are separated into the individual
crosses, each consisting of the two parents, an F1 mean and an F,
family mean. The expectation in terms of d, h and the mid parent
M are :—

P1 = M+Ed (Ed is the balance of genes in opposition)
P2 = M—Ed
F1 = M+Eh
F, = M+Eh

so that for each cross of the diallel table P1+P2+F1—F2 = o in
the absence of non-allelic interaction. One can, therefore, test for

Cu4 R46 38II B2 WF9 0h07 0h04 WV7 Kr59

Hy — + + — — — — — —

Cu4 + + — — - -
R46 — — — — — — —

8ii — — — — — —
B2 + + + + —

WFg — — — —

0h07 — — —

0h04 — +
WV7 +

Fro. 2

non-additivity of gene action by testing this equality. For greater
accuracy, the modified scaling test proposed by Cavalli (2953) was
used. The test consists of estimating by weighted least squares the
three parameters Ed, Eh and M, taking as weights the reciprocals of
the squared standard errors of each generation mean. These para-
meters can then be tested for consistency over generations, in this
particular case, by a x2 for one degree of freedom.

Applying this test of additivity of gene action to Kinman and
Sprague's data we find that there is significant deviation from simple
additivity in io of the 45 crosses. These results are summarised in
fig. 2, where + indicates non-additivity and — additivity on the
present scale.

On this basis the parental lines can be divided into a number of
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groups the members of which are similar in showing non-allelic
interaction in crosses involving members of a second group (fig. 2).

These results tie up as well as can be expected with the F1 regression
test for non-allelic interactions. The latter not only picked out B2
as the main source of interaction, a result that is completely borne
out by the scaling test, but actually accounted for 6 out of the io F1
combinations showing non-allelic interaction.

We can now make estimates of the degree of dominance in one
section of the data that contains no crosses exhibiting non-allelic
interactions. This section comprises the four arrays whose common
parents are Hy, Cu4, R46 and 381 i, and whose non-common parents
are B2, WF9, 0h07, 0h04, WV7 and Ki59 for all the arrays.
Using a modification of the diallel analysis described in detail under
the section on flax (page 233) we can obtain two estimates of dominance

= 2.43 and 2.71, which represent a fall in dominance of 7! per

cent. and 68 per cent. respectively from the value found for the
inclusive analysis (table i). Our experience with another crop,
Xicotiana rustica (Jinks, i 954b), is very similar. There the high spurious
overdominance was not merely reduced but disappeared after omitting
all crosses from the diallel analysis where non-allelic interaction had

been demonstrated leaving only complete dominance, i.e. = i.
The alternative method of attempting to remove interaction,

i.e. changing the scale, has proved unsuccessful. No one transformation
has been found which will remove non-additivity in the crosses where
it is present and maintain the status quo where it was formerly absent.
For example, a log transformation removes all significant non-
additivity in crosses where it was observed on the linear scale but a
number of crosses where it was not previously observed, e.g. B2 X Ki59,
WV7 x 38.!! and R46 x 0h04 now show significant non-additivity.
Furthermore, the F1 regression of Wr on Vr on the log scale differs
significantly from unit slope (b = o694+oo7I), again indicating
non-allelic interaction. On the new scale the highest incidence of
interaction is in arrays 0h04. It can be seen, therefore, that there
is no prospect of obtaining an estimate of dominance unbiased by
non-allelic interaction by this method.

The mean yield of F1 families showing non-allelic interaction is
9027 compared with 7730 for the non-interacting F1s, the mean of
the parents giving rise to these F1s being 2949 and 27.9! respectively.
On the average therefore, the F1 families showing non-allelic inter-
action yield 53 bu/acre more than those showing no such interaction.
It would thus appear that whereas general combining ability may
be due to the operation of dominance in the F1 families, non-allelic
interaction must be implicated in the special combining ability which
leads to the outstanding F1 families.
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It is impossible to assess from the data available how far the general
combining ability is the result of heterozygosity per se. For one thing
we can never be certain that we have removed all non-allelic inter-
action from data simply because we can no longer detect any significant
deviations due to its action. It is, however, worth noting that an

- greater than i obtained in these analyses, even after removing all

non-allelic interaction, is not automatically ascribable solely to over-
dominance. Not only can linkage between genes in opposition give
rise to spurious overdominance but it can also arise from the mere
non-random association of genes in the parental lines. This is the
general case of Jones' (1917) theory of heterosis. Thus if we have
two genes A-a and B-b appearing only in the opposition associations,

i.e. Ab and aB in the parental lines, the dominance ratio - no longer

Eha2+hb2 E(ha+hb)2,estimates
Eda2 + db2

but
E(da —db)2

which is, of course, an overestimate

of the true degree of dominance.

TABLE 2

Complete data Omitting progenies
of line x

D . .
H1 .
H, .
F . . .
H,i
uv . . .

b . . .

36982
1527111
1432062
—o676
4V293

0234
o396+o348

I

41316
1292211
1259703
+45558

3r276

O244
o7o5+o16o

The analysis of two further sets of maize data (Nilsson-Leissner,
1927) and Stringfield (Hull, 1946) agree as far as they go with the
situation found in the data of Kinman and Sprague. In the absence
of further generations a detailed analysis of non-allelic interaction is
not justified.

One further maize diallel has been analysed which, although only
a .5 by 5 set of crosses, contains information regarding the incidence
of non-allelic interaction and the past history of the inbred lines.
This is contained in a paper by Rameshwar Singh (i) and relates
to his R xR crosses, the character under consideration once more
being yield.

The relationship between the 5 parental lines can best be expressed
if we number them I to 5 such that line i has no immediate past
history in common with 2, 3, 4 or , whereas 2, 3 and 4 have one
grandparent in common while 3, 4 and 5 have one parent in common.
The analysis of the complete data is set out in table 2.
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Reference to the Wr, Vr graph shows that the point for line i
deviates most from the expected slope of i. On omitting the
progenies of this line from the analysis, there is a 25 per cent. drop in
the degree of overdominance and a marked improvement in the
Wr, Vr regression, although there is evidence that the non-allelic
interaction has still not been wholly removed. The point for line 2
now deviates most from the expected slope, but the diallel is un-
fortunately too small to pursue the removal of non-allelic interaction
any further. Even so a general picture of the situation is suggested,
namely that in this set of crosses the intensity of non-allelic interaction
can be related to the degree of relationship between the parental
lines. Furthermore, our central theme is borne out by the fact that
the omission of crosses showing non-allelic interaction leads to a fall
in what can only now be described as spurious overdominance.

If we list the arrays in the order of the intensity of interaction
displayed by these analyses, we find a marked positive correlation
with the mean yield of their members (table 3).

TABLE 3

Arrays FI yield

2 . . .

3)
.

5)

722

59O

As in the data of Kinman and Sprague we find that the ability
to produce outstanding F1 yields, i.e. specific as opposed to general
combining ability, are associated with the presence of non-allelic
interaction.

(ii) Egg plants
The egg plant data are supplied by Gotoh (ig) and consist of

a 5 by 5 diallel scored for a variety of characters. These observations
have been previously analysed by Griffing's (1950) extension of Hull's
constant parent regression technique.

The analyses of the various characters are given in table 4.
Using Griffing's analysis, Gotoh found it necessary to transfer the

weight of fruit observations to a logarithmic scale but found the linear
scale satisfactory for the other characters scored. Re-analysis of
these data on the original scale by any of the scaling tests that are
applicable to an F1 diallel (Jinks and Hayman, 1953) shows no
justification for rescaling. There is, however, extreme inequality
of allele frequencies in the parent lines for weight of fruit and flowering
time, i.e. F is almost as large as D and ii is much smaller than o25.
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This would necessitate rescaling if Griffing's method of analysis is
employed. In fact, Griffing's method is unable to distinguish between
disturbances resulting from non-random distribution of alleles in the
parental lines and those arising from genic interactions.

Weight of fruit, and shape of fruit, both show significant but
incomplete dominance while the regressions of Wr on Vr all agree
with a slope of i, i.e. there is no suggestion of non-allelic interaction
for these characters. Flowering time, on the other hand, shows

TABLE 4

Weight of
fruit

Shape of
fruit index

Flowering
time

Bunchiness of
fruit

D .
F . .
H1 .
H, . .

.

.
bwr/vr . .
+(D—H,) .

24,46o70
—21,260-16

12,05858
7,41213

0493

0I55
P029±0026

3,IOO53±5O267
(D>H1)

6o64
—0565

0939
0767
0155

0204
POI0±0036
P281+0010

(D>H1)

3P51
+186i

2002
455
0635

0-057
0855±0228
2873±2250
(D H,)

P914
+0326

oo8o
...

0o42

...
..

...

complete dominance, but again gives no suggestion of non-allelic
interaction.

The other character scored, bunchiness of fruit, consisted of only
one array, i.e. one parental line crossed to four others. The appropriate
formul for this type of analysis are as follows

VOLO = D
Vr = 11+111i+1'r where Fr = E8uvdh
Wr 1)+1'r

TABLE 5

Yield Height
Sowing to
harvesting

D . . .
H1 . . .
F . . .
H,5•

6o,63561
554,10499

+I48,8625o
9138

7433
2324O

+12869
3L16

P314
P237

—0500
0942

This analysis gives no estimate of 112 and hence of i, nor a test
of non-allelic interaction when confined to F1 data only. It does
permit one to estimate the degree of dominance without, however,
providing a test of significance from the regression of Wr on Vr. In
this particular case dominance is negligible (table 4).

One further set of crosses has been analysed consisting of a single
array, i.e. i X 9 crosses. This gives no information about the incidence
of non-allelic interaction, but it is of interest in so far as it contrasts
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with the other results in showing overdominance, spurious or other-
wise, for some of the characters scored. These data are given in a
paper by Kakisaki (ii) and include observations on yield, final
height and the period from sowing to harvesting. The analyses are
set out in table 5.

(iii) Galeopsis
It is possible to extract some complete diallel tables from the

results of numerous crosses made by Hagberg (1952a, 1952b) within
TABLE 6

1947 1948 1950 G. bfidax
telrahit, 1947

D . .
H, .

138917
19750

170917
41333

25V300
29660

95000
1V500H, . .

F .
13521

+6916
29938

+10750
25120

—53200
9083

—I0667
H,i. o142 0242 oii8 0121

uv . . OI7I or8r 0212 o198
Wr

b_ . ogio±ooi8 o926±oo3o P079±013 0939±0167
i(D—H,) . 2979±060

(D>H,)
3239±243

(D>H1)
5541±228

(D>H,)
2o88+11o

(D>.H1)

and between varieties of Galeopsis tetrahit and bfida carried out over a
number of seasons. The largest of these tables for flowering time is
provided by a 5 by 5 F, diallel within varieties of G. tetrahit. Two
further 4 by 4 diallel sets of crosses involving the same parental lines
can be extracted from the 7947 and 7948 data which have three
parents in common with the 7950 diallel. The analyses are given
in table 6.

TABLE 7

Single array 3 X 3 diallels I II

D . .
H1 .

.

.
34629
58334

43333
281891

19000
12556

H, - . . 20P216 1P112F . . . —570I6 +92216 +P333
. . v68 65o5 o6o8

. . ... OI79 0221
b Wr/Vr . . ... O993±°375 0953±0206
k(D—H1) . ... —5965±552

(D<H1)
1-61±0-58
(D = H1)

Over all years there is significant but incomplete dominance, with
no suggestion of non-allelic interaction.

It is impossible to extract diallels larger than 3 by 3 from the height
data. It is possible, however, to extract a single array (i xxi) and
two 3 by 3 diallels chosen from amongst these i 2 parents. The
analyses are given in table 7.
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The analysis of the single array shows slight overdominance which
unfortunately cannot be tested for significance since none of the
tests is applicable. Of the selection of two 3 by 3 diallels from amongst
the parents making up the single array, one shows significantly high
overdominance while the other shows no significant deviation from
complete dominance. There is, however, only one degree of freedom
for testing the WrVr regression for non-allelic interaction and neither
regression is significant. Although a high intensity of non-allelic
interactions can give rise to a non-significant regression, we cannot
with any confidence ascribe it to this cause in the present case because
of the paucity of the material.

The only remaining diallel is a 4 by 4 set of crosses grown in
1947, using two varieties of G. tetrahit and two of G. b/ida as parents.
The analysis of the times of flowering show significant but incomplete

TABLE 8

Height Leaf length

D . . 10025 634o
H1
H2 . . 7U.73

8437
I424
I 281

F . . +7562 +O22O
. . XlI5 0225

. . ox8 0225
b Wr/Vr .
1(D—H1)

.

.
PI42±O22I

—287±595
(D = H1)

o982±oo68
P23±005
(D>H1)

dominance, while the WrVr regression does not differ significantly
from a slope of i (table 6). Once again we have neither overdominance
nor non-allelic interaction.

(iv) Nicotiana rustica

Apart from the results which have already appeared on diallel
crosses within this species (Jinks, i 94b) a 4 by 4 diallel carried out
by H. H. Smith (1952) is presented in a form amenable to further
analysis.

Amongst the characters scored are height and leaf length, which
have added interest in that they are two of the characters used in our
own diallel. The analyses are given in table 8.

For height we find there is complete dominance and no suggestion
of non-allelic interaction. Although we found overdominance and
significant non-allelic interaction in our own data it will be recalled
that only complete dominance remained after omitting the crosses
showing non-allelic interaction.

The absence of non-allelic interaction is confirmed for one cross
of the diallel set by a joint F2 and backcross scaling test carried out
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by Smith, which revealed no deviation from simple additivity of gene
action. Furthermore, all possible double crosses could be predicted
with a high degree of precision by Jenkins' method (594.0) so that
there could be no marked non-allelic interactions between the genes.

The situation found here for leaf length is also similar to our own
results, viz, incomplete but significant dominance with no non-allelic
interaction.

(v) Flax

Carnahan (I947) has reported data on flax yields that involve a
common variant on the diallel cross technique. It consists of crossing
a collection of new varieties with a collection of tester stocks. Thus,
instead of giving a diallel table with n2 observations we have a
comparable table containing n1n2 observations where n1 and n2 are
the number of tester and new varieties respectively.

In the absence of reciprocal differences the statistics obtained
from the analysis of rows and columns of a diallel table are estimates
of the same thing. In the tester cross type of table, however, the
analysis of rows and columns give different estimates depending on
the distribution of alleles in the n1 and n2 sets of parental lines.

If the distribution of the two alleles A and a in the n1 lines is u
and v while in the n2 lines it is s and I respectively, we can by analogy
with the diallel analysis obtain the following expectations for the
statistics

Statistics n5 parents n2 parents

VOLO 14UVd5 L'4.ed'

V,L, Zuvd'+ uvh' — 2uvs—ldh Zstd' +sth' —2s1u—va7i

WOLO5 E2u0d'—2uv5—tdh E2std—2stdh

VLO5 Zuvd'+uvh'—4uvsth'
+2S1U—Vd/i—2Ut+US. us—tvdh

Zstd'+sth'—wsth2 —
+2uvs—tdJl—2ut+os. us—todh

From these statistics we can estimate D, H1 and F defined as
follows

Parameter n1 parents n2 parents

D . . .

H1 . . .

F . . .

4Zuvd'

4Zuvh'

8Euvs—tdh

4Zstd'

4L'sth'

8Zstu—vdh

The estimates of these parameters are given in table 9.
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The two estimates of the degree of dominance differ as a result of
the different weights of the d's and It's arising from dissimilar distribu-
tions of alleles in the two sets of parental lines. They agree, however,
in showing overdominance. The test for non-allelic interaction,
which is the same as in the diallel cross, gives no significant regression
in both cases.

Only two genetical causes can give rise to a non-significant
regression; absence of dominance and non-allelic interaction (fig. i).
The first is belied by the high degree of dominance obtained from the

- ratios. Furthermore, there is significant heterogeneity among
the variances of arrays on Stevens' test (1936) which is incompatible
with no dominance (Jinks, i94b). We can only conclude, therefore,
that the disturbances in the regression analyses are the direct result
of non-allelic interaction. Evidence in favour of this view is supplied
by re-analysis of three arrays which deviated least from the besj
fitting regression line of unit slope. Two of these are from the n2

TABLE 9

D .
H1 .
F .

.

.

.

.

.

.

n1 parents n1 parents
(tester stocks)

69r7
22o84

+7I67

3333
46500

—2334

D 3.193 13.950

b Wr/Vr . . o288±oI oo87±oo35

parents and the other from the n1 group. These gave dominance

ratios of = i .8oo and i OI9 respectively, which represent a 43.5
and 92 8 per cent. drop in dominance over the inclusive analysis
(table 9). This is more than suggestive that non-allelic interaction is
again implicated in the high degree of" overdominance ".

4. DISCUSSION
The first and most important fact that emerges from these analyses

is that in no cases have we found evidence of overdominance without
also finding evidence for the simultaneous presence of non-allelic
interaction. Where it has been possible to test for the presence of
interactions in more advanced generations by means of scaling tests
they have without fail confirmed our earlier findings.

It has not been possible in all cases to pursue the coincidence of
overdominance and non-allelic interaction further than their detection,
mainly because of the paucity of the material where the diallel involves
small numbers of parental lines.
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In the one case where a complete analysis has been possible, namely
our own diallel crosses in .W. rustica, the removal of all crosses showing
significant non-allelic interaction as detected by the WrVr regressions
and joint F2 and backcross scaling tests led to a fall in the dominance

ratio to a value of = i. Thus the overdominance can be related

to a spurious inflation, in material showing only complete dominance,
as a result of non-allelic interaction. The less complete analysis of
maize (Kinman and Sprague's data) also showed a fall in the
dominance ratio (in this case a 70 per cent. drop) after omitting all
crosses from the analysis showing non-allelic interaction on the WrVr
regression and the F2 scaling test, although in this case significant
overdominance, at a much lower level, still remained, as did some
evidence of interaction. For the rest of the data we cannot make
such sweeping claims with the same degree of confidence because
of the necessarily incomplete nature of some of the analyses. But
we can with some confidence ascribe the phenomenon described as
special combining ability to the direct outcome of non-allelic inter-
action, while general combining ability can be related to the expression
of dominance.

Whether true overdominance, in the sense used by East (1936)
and Hull (i4) is operative in any of the data is not made clear
from the analyses described here. We can say that in no case is this
the sole explanation. We can further say, with some confidence,
that it plays no part in any of the J'T. rustica data so far analysed,
while its contribution to the total heterosis in the maize data, at the
most can only be of the same order as that of non-allelic interaction
and is probably much less. And it is the heterosis produced by the
latter, i.e. specific combining ability, that is of primary importance
to the maize breeder of to-day. Until such time as observations on
segregating generations are available for analysis in the way described
by Mather (i) and Mather and Vines (1952), which would reveal
the role of association and linkage in the creation of spurious over-
dominance, can we hope to be in a position to evaluate the role of
true overdominance.

Two further breakdowns of these results are possible, the first
relating to the breeding systems and the second to the type of character
whose inheritance is under investigation (table io).

As we pass from outbreeders to inbreeders there is no marked
falling off either in the degree of dominance or in the incidence of
non-allelic interaction. Moving down the table, however, there is a
marked falling off of both. Any attempt to explain this observation
must take into account past selection of the character under considera-
tion. Our main problem here is to try and relate the two.

Flowering time, which exhibits neither high dominance nor non-
allelic interaction in any of the data analysed, is obviously restricted
in its variation as a consequence of its close correlation with time of
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season. That is to say, the extremes of environment within which
flowering and hence seed maturation may be brought to a successful
conclusion is very limited. Within such a restraint, heterosis of the
magnitude met with in characters included under the general heading
of vigour would be disastrous for the plant exhibiting it as one or other
of the processes leading from flowering to seed maturation would be
jeopardised by the prevailing environmental conditions. The genetic
system would be further reinforced by the existence of linkage between
genes controlling characters such as flowering time as found, for
example, in X. ruslica (Mather and Vines, 5952; Jinks, unpublished).

TABLE so
Breeding system

Outbreeder — Inbreeder

Character C 1Maize N. rustka Egg plants Flax

( Dominance 8-40 05.9 3-14
J ratio

IELD
NON-ALLELIC + — or + +
INTERACTION

Dominance 1-4 o6-7
I ratio

EIGHT
1 NON-ALLELIC + and — or + + and —

INTERACTION

Dominance o2-o6
LEA1 ratio
CHARACThRS1 NON-ALLELIC + and —

I. INTERACTION

( Dominance
FRUIT ratio
SHAPE 1 NON-ALLELIC. INTERACTION

( Dominance o5 o6-o9 02
FLOWERING j ratio
TIME NON-ALLELIC —

. INTERACTION

In fact the existence of such phenomena as photoperiodism suggests
that there may well be a tying together of genes controlling characters
subject to such restraints into supergenes behaving as single switches
in response to the right environment. Low dominance, absence of
non-allelic interaction and correlated inheritance through linkage
would all work towards one end, namely the production of progeny
whose flowering behaviour is similar to its own successful parents.
This could go a long way towards explaining the observations in
table io, but we must reserve final judgment until such time as
character analyses over all breeding systems are available in order
to avoid possible confounding between the two,

When we turn to shape indices, characterised as ratios of lengths
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to breadths, etc. we meet with restraints, which while different in
origin will nevertheless have similar effects. In this case heteroses
of the magnitude met with in vigour characters would result in a
non-functional or mechanically unstable organ.

Undoubtedly, physical and physiological restraints of some type
limit the range of expression of every type of character. In some,
however, notably the two discussed above, the limits are at once more
apparent and more finely balanced. While under strong selection
most types of restraint can be broken, except insofar as pleiotropy is
operative, they are unlikely to exist in this form in wild populations
or unselected material. But it is in vigour characters, where restraints
are expected to be less rigid, more than in any of the others, that
artificial selection has been sufficiently intense to break down any
restraints existing in the wild because of their immediate economic
importance.

5. SUMMARY

Published data of a number of diallel crosses and related crossing
programmes employing such varied material as maize, flax, egg plants,
Galeopsis spp. and Xicotiana rustica have been analysed by a method
which can discriminate between heterosis arising from interaction
between alleles at one locus, i.e. overdominance and that arising from
interaction between non-allelic genes. These analyses show that

(i) Wherever we find overdominance we also find non-allelic
interaction.

(ii) Re-analysis of the data after omitting all crosses showing
significant non-allelic interaction leads in all cases to a
drop in the apparent degree of overdominance and in one
case to the complete disappearance of the spurious over-
dominance.

(iii) Specific combining ability is always associated with the
presence of non-allelic interaction while general combining
ability is the outcome of uncomplicated dominance.

Acknowledgments.—! am indebted to Professor K. Mather and Dr E. L. Breese
for helpful discussion throughout the course of the work described in this paper.
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